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Inside this Issue

Dear MMLA Colleagues:
I am happy to welcome you to the Fall 2015 edition of the
Massachusetts Municipal Law Quarterly. This publication mirrors
attributes each of us has come to expect in our municipal
colleagues: professionalism and quality. This is no accident, for the
Quarterly is edited and presented to us by two attorneys who take
their work very seriously: Past President Stacey Bloom and Executive Board Member
Angela Atchue. It is no exaggeration that without their efforts and abilities, and those
of its editorial board, the Quarterly would not have reached the success it enjoys
today.
I am fortunate to serve the MMLA as its President for the 2015-16 year. One of the
jobs of a president is to preside, in this case beginning with the MMLA’s August
half-day program on “Municipal Development/Redevelopment: Opportunities and
Pitfalls,” held at the Publick House in Sturbridge. As he has a habit of doing, Mark
Cerel again did an excellent job in putting this program together, not to mention in
moderating it with aplomb.
The August program featured the presentation of the President’s Award, this year
presented to George E. Lane, Jr. in recognition of his municipal law work. George
recently retired after twenty-four years as Town Solicitor for Weymouth. The Robert
W. Ritchie Special Achievement Award was co-presented to Matt Feher, an Executive
Board Member and the MMLA’s legislative committee chair, and to Kevin Batt, who
recently stepped down as an Executive Board member, in recognition of the time and
effort they so readily expended in the interest of a balanced public records law. John
Finnegan, the MMLA’s immediate past president, was presented with a gavel award in
recognition of his successful term.
As I write this, the MMLA’s annual meeting and convention just concluded at the Red
Jacket Inn in South Yarmouth. While the balmy mid-September weather was almost
enough to cause me to exercise my presidential prerogative of entertaining a motion
to adjourn our meeting to the nearby beach overlooking Nantucket Sound, I realized
that powerpoints and seagulls do not necessarily mix well together. For those who were
unable to attend, I can report that the presentations were very well-received, the materials most useful, and the scope of topics most impressive: from environmental law,
to ethical obligations on maintaining proficiency with changes in technology, to new
changes in marijuana licensing. Need more? How about Suffolk Law Professor Janice
Griffith on trends in municipal law over the last century, or new FCC rules on
modifications to cellular facilities, or discovery issues in municipal cases? Still not
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enough? Then you should have seen/heard/experienced the Saturday morning update on zoning and land use law, and the
primer on how the legislative process works in our Commonwealth, and the review by Suffolk Law Professor Bob Smith of
U.S. Supreme Court cases affecting the cities and towns we represent. Who needs a beach, anyway?
More to the point, who needs this Association? Each of us. This Association is of, by and for those who would labor in
the municipal vineyard. But it can only bear fruit with our conscious decision to spend: not money, but time, effort and
presence. I invite you during the coming year to spend a little of your time, put forth a little of your effort, make known a
little of your presence on behalf of this Association, your Association. Suggest a topic you think matters, maybe help
organize or present at one of our monthly meetings, or give me a call when you think we could do things better. You are
the Association, and we serve you, the municipal lawyer.
			

Sincerely,

			
			

Donald V. Rider, Jr.
President

MUNICIPAL SPOTLIGHT ON:
George E. Lane, Jr., Esq.
By: Peter Mello, Esq., Petrini &
Associates, P.C.
1. In what city/town were you born?
Weymouth, Massachusetts.
2. Where did you attend college and
law school?
University of Notre Dame and New
England School of Law.
3. What municipalities do you represent?
Weymouth, Massachusetts (retired, June 30, 2015).
4. Has municipal law changed a lot since you began
practicing? If so, how?
The focus has changed from primarily solving
immediate problems and cases to an emphasis on
formulating policies and standards to deal with such
situations.
5. What is one of your proudest moments as a lawyer?
Assisting in the charter change from a town to a city
for Weymouth.
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6. Have you written or presented to professional groups
regarding legal issues? What sorts of issues?
Yes – adult entertainment, current cases, dog law and
statutory interpretation.
7. What do you like to do outside of work?
Reading, home improvement projects, fishing and
watching sports.
8. If you were not a lawyer, what would you do for work?
College professor.
9. What was your favorite age? Why?
Fifty-five to sixty years old because of increased
knowledge and self-confidence from earlier career
experiences.
10. What are your favorite books?
A Civil Action by Jonathan Harr, and Unbroken:
A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience, and
Redemption by Laura Hillenbrand.
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MUNICIPAL CASE LAW UPDATE
CASE UPDATE I: DEFAMATION AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES
By: David S. Lawless, Esq.
Robinson Donovan, P.C.
Piccone v. Bartels,
785 F.3d 766
(1st Cir. 2015)
While M.G.L. c. 258, § 10(c) immunizes municipalities from
liability for defamation, it is not unusual for defamation
claims to be brought against public employees. Five recent
cases provide a sample of the types of claims that arise in
the municipal context.
The United States Court of Appeals and the district
court’s decisions in this matter provide comprehensive
and current discussions of defamation law, particularly
the analysis to be applied in determining whether a
statement is one of fact or non-actionable opinion. The
lead plaintiff, Colleen Piccone, the Deputy Associate
Chief Counsel to Customs and Border Protection, and
her boyfriend and co-plaintiff, Peter Quaglia, the
Special Agent in Charge of Customs and Border
Protection’s Office of Internal Affairs in New York,
brought claims for slander and interference with
advantageous business relations against a Berkshire
County police chief. The claims arose from a complaint
that the defendant had made to the plaintiffs’ employer
following an encounter with the plaintiffs.
At the time of the parties’ encounter, Piccone’s brother
had fled the Commonwealth with his wife and children
and their whereabouts were unknown to law enforcement.
The brother was the subject of an investigation into
alleged child abuse and, at the time that the parties
met, arrest warrants had been issued for both him and
his wife.
Piccone had applied for temptorary custody of her brother’s children and sought to care for them in her brother’s
Dalton, Massachusetts, home. On February 1, 2008,
in connection with Piccone’s application for temporary
custody, the plaintiffs went to Piccone’s brother’s home
in order to install a carbon monoxide detector. When they
arrived, they were met in the driveway by defendant,
John W. Bartels, Jr., the Chief of the Dalton Police
Department, and another police officer.
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In what the district court described as an “unpleasant
interaction,” Chief Bartels ordered the plaintiffs to
identify themselves. Piccone showed her driver’s license
and Quaglia presented his federal identification. At first,
Chief Bartels barred the plaintiffs from entering Piccone’s
brother’s home. He then contacted the Juvenile Court’s
probation officer, who confirmed that the plaintiffs had
been told to install a carbon monoxide detector. Chief
Bartels then allowed Quaglia to enter the home to install
the detector and he did so, after which the plaintiffs left.
Later that day, Chief Bartels spoke to an agent of the
Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General. The conversation occurred on a recorded
telephone line, which ultimately allowed an analysis of
the entire 45-minute conversation between Chief Bartels
and the agent. Chief Bartels described his interaction
with the plaintiffs. He also expressed two opinions that
formed the basis for plaintiffs’ claims: that the plaintiffs
had acted unprofessionally and that Piccone might know
the whereabouts of her brother and his family.
The First Circuit summarized Chief Bartels remarks
regarding whether one or both plaintiffs might know the
whereabouts of Piccone’s family members as follows:
Defendant conveyed his “belie[f]” that Piccone’s
house had been searched in the past month,
reasoning that she probably knew about the
outstanding arrest warrants for the missing parents.
Defendant speculated that Plaintiffs possessed a
motive to “get the kids situated” so that the parents
could “deal with their criminal charges.” Defendant
also pointed out that Plaintiffs attended the February
1 custody hearing, telling [the agent], “I’m
assuming that they know where they are, only
because they’re here trying to get . . . custody.”
Based on these facts, Defendant answered in the
affirmative when Carbone questioned whether it was
“fair to presume” that Piccone “probably kn[ew]” the
family’s location.
785 F.3d at 773-774. Following the telephone call, both
plaintiffs were investigated by the Department of Homeland Security. No action was taken against either plaintiff
as a result of the investigations.
Statements of “pure opinion,” those that do not assert
or imply the existence of facts that can be proved to be
true or false, cannot give rise to liability for defamation.
Continued onto page 4
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In this matter, both the First Circuit and the district court
concluded that the challenged statements were not
actionable because they were statements of opinion.
As to Chief Bartels’ assertion that the plaintiffs had acted
unprofessionally during his interaction with them, the
First Circuit found that, “The term ‘professional’ typically
does not lend itself to any ‘single, readily ascertainable
meaning.’” 785 F.3d at 772, quoting, Levinsky’s v.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 127 F.3d 122, 129 (1st Cir.
1997). According to the Court, viewed in context, Chief
Bartels’ “expressive phrase” “touch[ed] on . . . imprecise
and subjective connotations of the term ‘professional.’”
785 F.3d at 772. The Court recognized that the term
“professional” “can also be used in a more objective
sense” but concluded that:
Here, however, Plaintiffs do not allege that
Defendant accused them of violating any technical,
ethical, or commonly-understood standard. Even if
some type of shared standard of professionalism for
police and federal agency conduct could be
identified that would have been readily understood by
both Defendant and Carbone, Defendant explained
the circumstances of the encounter, thus providing
Carbone with the factual basis underlying his opinion
of Plaintiffs’ conduct.
Id. at 772-773, citing, Restatement (Second) of Torts
§ 566 cmt. b (1977). As indicated, the fact that Chief
Bartels had disclosed the non-defamatory facts about his
confrontation with the plaintiffs such that the agent was
free to draw his own conclusions was also central to the
First Circuit’s holdings.
The First Circuit also held that the assertion that one
or both plaintiffs may have known the whereabouts of
Piccone’s brother’s family was a statement of opinion
when viewed in context, even though it was sufficiently
factual to give rise to liability under certain circumstances. Again, it was defendant’s “full disclosure” of the facts
underlying his opinion and the qualifications he made
that confirmed that Chief Bartels was speculating and
left the agent free to draw his own conclusions.
Having held that the statements at issue were nonactionable opinions, the First Circuit held that the
plaintiffs’ claims for interference with advantageous
business relations, which were based on the same
statements, also failed. The Court did not discuss other
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aspects of the district court’s comprehensive analysis,
which included the conclusion that the plaintiffs were
“public officials” for First Amendment purposes and a
lengthy discussion of M.G.L. c. 231, § 92, which
removes the absolute defense of truth in a libel action
where a statement is made with malice in the sense of
spite or ill will.
The district court held that even if M.G.L. c. 231, § 92
could be applied to a slander claim, the plaintiffs’ status
as “public officials” barred them from relying on the
statute. The Supreme Judicial Court has held that it is
unconstitutional as applied to public officials.
The status of a plaintiff as a public official or public
figure is an important aspect of many defamation claims
because in addition to its potential impact on the application of M.G.L. c. 231, § 92, it alters a plaintiff’s
burden of proof. Fault is an essential element of a defamation claim and the level of fault that a slander plaintiff
must show depends on the status of the plaintiff. If the
plaintiff is a public official or a general or limited purpose
public figure, he or she must show constitutional “actual
malice,” that the defendant acted either with knowledge
that the statement was false or with reckless disregard as
to its truth or falsity. If the plaintiff is a private individual, the plaintiff must show that the defendant was
negligent in making the statement. As Piccone highlights
it is not uncommon for one public servant to bring a
defamation claim against another and it is important to
pay attention to a plaintiff’s status in all such cases.
Note that in the defamation context, the term “malice” confusingly has two distinct meanings that do not
overlap. It can describe a plaintiff’s burden of proof and,
alternately, describe the defendant’s state of mind.
Cardoso v. City of Brockton,
62 F. Supp.3d 179
(D. Mass. 2014)
In this case, the district court dismissed the plaintiff’s
defamation claim against a police officer who arrested
him. The district court held that the only alleged
statement regarding the plaintiff that was at issue was,
“the words used by [the police officer] to inform [the
plaintiff] that he was being placed under arrest.” 62 F.
Supp.3d at 185. The district court also noted that to the
extent that the fact of the arrest could be construed as
a defamatory “statement” liability was precluded by the
common law conditional privilege that attaches to
Continued onto page 5
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statements made by public officials in the course of their
official duties. Id. at n.11, citing, Barrows v. Wareham
Fire Dist., 82 Mass. App. Ct. 623, 630-631 (2012).
Barrows v. Wareham Fire Dist.,
82 Mass. App. Ct. 623
(2012)
Barrows affirmed that regardless of the alleged level of
fault of the speaker of a defamatory utterance, whether
he or she acted negligently, recklessly, or intentionally,
defamation claims against municipalities are always
barred by M.G.L. c. 258, § 10(c).
Barrows also upheld the application of the conditional
privilege enjoyed by public officials where their official
duties, “include the need to make statements on
important public issues.” 82 Mass. App. Ct. at 631,
quoting, Mulgrew v. Taunton, 410 Mass. 631, 635
(1991). This conditional privilege like other conditional
privileges can be lost in a number ways, such as where a
statement is made out of spite or ill will or is excessively
published. The Barrows decision includes a helpful
discussion of some, if not all, of the ways in which a
conditional privilege can be lost in the context of a case
where the Appeals Court upheld its application.
Safe Haven Sober Houses, LLC v. Turner,
87 Mass. App. Ct. 1134 (Rule 1:28 decision)
In Safe Haven Sober Houses, one of the individual
plaintiff’s defamation claim was based on the fact that
a former city of Boston councilor had referred to him
as a liar in a Boston Herald article. The Appeals Court
analyzed the defendant’s apparently brief statement in
the context of the article as a whole and concluded that
the statement was an expression of opinion. “The Boston
Herald article set out perspectives from multiple sources,
quoted extensively from [the plaintiff] in his own defense,
and cited the views expressed by persons other than [the
plaintiff] or [the defendant].”
Van Liew v. Kurland,
32 Mass. L. Rep. 587
(2015)
The plaintiff’s defamation claim in this matter was
dismissed pursuant to the anti-SLAPP statute, M.G.L. c.
231, § 59H. The plaintiff alleged that he was defamed
by numerous statements that the defendant had made
about him in the course of the defendant’s opposition to
a recall petition. The Superior Court first found that the
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statements constituted petitioning activity because they,
“were all made to influence the Chelmsford electorate
regarding the recall petition, and none was an expression
of a falsehood that could damage [the plaintiff’s]
reputation.” Next, the court found that the plaintiff
could not meet his burden of proving that the exercise of
petitioning rights was devoid of reasonable factual
support or arguable basis in law. According to the court,
the plaintiff had not met his burden of proving that any
of the statements at issue were false and some of the
statements expressed opinions or a combination of fact
and opinion. Please note that the case remains pending
and the author has been unable to confirm the outcome
of a motion for reconsideration of this reported decision.

CASE UPDATE II: Supreme Judicial Court
Decision on Risk Allocation under
G.L. c. 149A, §§ 1-13
By: Christopher J. Petrini, Esq. and Peter Mello, Esq.
Petrini & Associates, P.C.
Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc. v. Gilbane
Building Company, et al.,
SJC -11778
(September 2, 2015)
One of the innovations of the Construction Reform Act of
2004 was to introduce Construction Management at Risk
(“CM at Risk”) as an allowed alternative delivery method
for certain Massachusetts public construction building
projects. See G.L. c. 149A, §§ 1-13. Ten years later, the
Supreme Judicial Court took on an appeal that presented
an important question about whether the CM at Risk
model allocates risk for design defects differently than
the traditional design-bid-build model. The SJC decided
that appeal earlier this month, in the much awaited
decision of Coghlin Electrical Contractors, Inc. v. Gilbane
Building Company, et al., SJC -11778 (September 2,
2015), finding that public owners assume a continued
but narrowed risk for design defects in CM at Risk
projects. The Court’s decision also provides guidance how
a public owner may eliminate this risk entirely.
In Gilbane, project subcontractor Coghlin Electrical
Contractors, Inc. sued Construction Manager At Risk
(“CMAR”) Gilbane Building Company alleging that it was
forced to incur additional costs as a result of design
Continued onto page 6
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errors. In turn, Gilbane sued project owner Division of
Capital Asset Management and Maintenance (DCAM),
alleging that DCAM is responsible for design errors
pursuant to the common law doctrine under which
project owners are construed to impliedly warrant that
the project design plans and specifications are sufficient
for their intended purpose (i.e., free from defects). This
common law principle is often referred to as the Spearin
doctrine because the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed it in
U.S. v. Spearin, 248 U.S. 132 (1918).
The Superior Court (Davis, J.) allowed DCAM’s motion to
dismiss Gilbane’s third-party complaint, on the grounds
that the owner’s traditional implied warranty was
inapplicable in the CM at Risk context because,
unlike in a traditional design-bid-build project, the CMAR
participates in the design process. The Superior Court
also relied on the strong indemnity language in the DCAM
contract with Gilbane requiring “Gilbane to indemnify,
defend, and hold harmless DCAM from all claims,
damages, losses, and expenses ‘arising out of or
resulting from the performance of the Work.’”
In reversing the Superior Court, the SJC rejected the
wholesale exclusion of the implied warranty in CM at Risk
projects. However, the SJC limited the implied warranty
in the CM at Risk context, finding that the construction
manager “may benefit from the [Spearin Doctrine]
implied warranty only where it has acted in good faith
reliance on the design and acted reasonably in light of
the CMAR’s own design responsibility.” The SJC further
clarified that “[t]he greater the CMAR’s design
responsibilities in the contract, the greater the CMAR’s
burden will be to show, when it seeks to establish the
owner’s liability under the implied warranty, that its
reliance on the defective design was both reasonable
and in good faith.” Thus, to recover for damages
resulting from defective design specifications, the CMAR
must show that (a) it relied in good faith on the plans and
specifications (including proactively identifying and
attempting to resolve specification inconsistencies
wherever possible) and that it (b) acted reasonably in
relying on the extent of the construction manager’s
assumption of its own design responsibilities under the
CMAR contract.
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CASE UPDATE III
By: Carol Hajjar McGravey, Esq.
Urbelis & Fieldsteel, LLP
John Doe and Others v. City of Lynn
SJC-11822
(August 28, 2015)
On August 28, 2015, in a unanimous decision, the
Supreme Judicial Court in the case of John Doe and
Others v. City of Lynn invalidated a City of Lynn ordinance imposing restrictions on the right of sex offenders
to reside in the City. The Court noted in its decision that
there are similar bylaws and ordinances in approximately
forty other communities.
The Lynn ordinance imposed restrictions on the ability
of level two and level three registered sex offenders to
reside within 1,000 feet of a school or park. The
definition of “school” in the ordinance includes all
public, private and church schools, and any business
permitted as a school. The ordinance also prohibited all
temporary and permanent residences except “a residence
at a hospital or other healthcare or medical facility for
less than fourteen (14) days in the aggregate during any
calendar year.” The Court determined that the ordinance
effectively prohibited all level two and level three sex
offenders from residing, or even spending a night in a
shelter in ninety-five percent of the residential properties
in the City.
The Plaintiffs challenged the ordinance on several
grounds, including that it violated the Home Rule
Amendment, that it is an ex post facto law under the
Federal and State Constitutions, and that it violates the
Plaintiffs’ right to travel under the Massachusetts
Constitution. The City argued that the adoption of
the ordinance was a valid exercise of its police power
and that it was not pre-empted by, nor did it conflict
with, state law.
The Plaintiffs commenced their action against the City
after receiving notices to move as provided in the
ordinance. Pursuant to the ordinance the City notified
the Plaintiffs that they had thirty days to relocate and
comply with the ordinance or be subject to a fine of
$300 per day.

Continued onto page 7
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The trial judge granted partial summary judgment to the
Plaintiffs, invalidating the ordinance under the Home
Rule Amendment, concluding that “the totality of the
circumstances support an express legislative intent to
forbid local activity in the area of the civil regulation
and management of the post-incarceration lives of
convicted offenders.”
The Supreme Judicial Court affirmed the decision of the
lower Court, and in an opinion written by Justice Hines,
declined to reach the broader constitutional grounds but
agreed that the ordinance was “properly invalidated … as
unconstitutional under the Home Rule Amendment.”
Justice Hines acknowledged the “genesis of the Home
Rule Amendment as a means to expand municipal
legislative authority,” which “informs the analytical
direction that in reviewing a local ordinance, the question
is not whether the Legislature intended to grant authority
to municipalities to act …, but rather whether the
Legislature intended to deny [a municipality] the right to
legislate on the subject [in question].” Wendell v.
Attorney Gen., 394 Mass. 518, 524 (1985). Citing
Bloom v. Worcester, 363 Mass. 136, 155 (1973), The
Court stated the principle that the touchstone of the
analysis [of whether a local ordinance is inconsistent
with State law] is whether the State Legislature intended
to preempt the city’s authority to act,” and, again citing
Wendell, held that “[w]here, as here, the Legislature is
silent on the issue of local regulation, we may also infer
an intent to forbid local regulation if legislation on a
subject is so comprehensive that an inference would
be justified that the Legislature intended to preempt
the field.”
Applying this analysis to the Lynn ordinance, the Court
looked at what it termed the “depth and breadth” of the
1999 laws, as amended in 2003, governing the
“identification, treatment and postrelease management
of convicted sex offenders” (G.L. c. 6, §§ 178C-178Q
and G.L. c. 26, §12). The Court cited the stated purpose
of the state law “to assist local law enforcement agencies
efforts to protect their communities by requiring sex
offenders to register and to authorize the release of
necessary and relevant information about certain sex
offenders to the public as provided in this act,” and
expressed the view that the mechanisms contained in
the state law, including registration requirements, civil
confinement of certain offenders, ongoing control over
certain aspects of the post-incarceration lives of
offenders, including annual registration updates, and
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community parole supervision for life, as well as the
criminal penalties attached to violations of the registry
system, “evinced the legislature’s intent to have the first
and final word on the subject of residency of sex
offenders,” and “insofar as the [Lynn] ordinance effects
a wholesale displacement of sex offenders from their
residences, it frustrates the purpose of the registry law
and, therefore, is inconsistent and invalid under the
Home Rule Amendment.”

CASE UPDATE IV
By: Timothy J. Harrington, General Counsel, Boston
Public Healthy Commission & Celina Rogers, Legal Intern,
Northeastern University
John W. Murray v. Town of Hudson & Others
(August 3, 2015)
In a recent decision, the Supreme Judicial Court narrowly
construed the Recreational Use Statute to the detriment
of municipalities. The Court held that when a town’s
school invites another school to play an athletic match on
a town field, the town owes the visiting student-athletes
the same duty to provide a reasonably safe playing field
that it owes to its own students. Therefore, the town is
not shielded from liability under the Recreational Use
statute.
Facts
On the evening of May 15, 2010, Hudson High School
and Milford High School competed in a varsity baseball
game at Riverside Park, a public park in Hudson. The
pitcher from the visiting team injured his knee while
warming up in the bullpen. The bullpen consisted of a
pitching rubber enclosed by wooden landscape timbers,
about 84 inches apart. The pitcher’s foot landed on the
uneven timber surface after the follow through of his
pitch. The pitcher twisted his left knee and ended up
tearing his meniscus. This injury required two surgeries,
various medical expenses and physical therapy.
The plaintiff filed suit in the Superior Court under the
Massachusetts Tort Claim Act in which he claimed his
injury was caused by the town’s negligence and that the
town had breached their duty of reasonable care. He
further claimed the town used wanton and reckless
conduct by allowing the visiting team to use a dangerous
bullpen. The plaintiff claimed the bullpen to be
dangerous for three reasons. First, the width between
the wooden timbers was too narrow; second, the use of
Continued onto page 8
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the wooden timbers in an athletic setting was extremely
dangerous and third, the area was poorly lit for the night
game making it difficult for the pitcher to clearly see the
pitching mound and timber.

visiting student-athletes the same duty to provide a reasonably safe playing field that it owes to its own students.
Therefore, the town is not shielded from liability under
the Recreational Use statute.

Procedural History
Hudson moved for summary judgment in Superior Court.
The judge allowed motion, concluding the evidence was
not supportive of a finding of wanton or reckless conduct,
and also that the claim was barred by the recreational
use statute. After the plaintiff appealed this ruling, the
SJC transferred the case from the Appeals Court.

MASSACHUSETTS TORT CLAIM ACT: PRESENTMENT
REQUIREMENT

The two issues brought on appeal were: (1) whether
Hudson was shielded from liability for the plaintiff’s
injury due to the Recreational Use Statute; and (2)
whether the plaintiff properly complied with the
Massachusetts Tort Claim Act’s Presentment
Requirement.
RECREATIONAL USE STATUTE
Discussion
Under G.L. c. 21, §17C the Recreational Use Statute
states that, “Any person having an interest in land
including the structures, buildings, and equipment
attached to the land…who lawfully permits the public to
use such land for recreational…purposes without
imposing a charge or fee thereafter…shall not be liable
for person injuries…sustained by such members of the
public, including without limitation a minor, while on
said land in the absence of willful, wanton, or reckless
conduct by such person.”
Here, Riverside Park was maintained by the Hudson’s
department of public works. Hudson does not charge
a fee for the use of the park or receive any portion of
the any athletic fees that the players pay to their high
schools. Normally, public landowners do not owe
recreational users the reasonable duty of care in order to
protect the owners from negligent claims. Hudson argued
that since the plaintiff was a player for the visiting team
and not a student at Hudson, there was no “special
relationship” between the plaintiff and town to create
an exception to the recreational use statute. However,
because this team was invited by Hudson to play against
them in interscholastic game, the Court concluded
Hudson owed the visiting team the same duty of care to
provide a reasonably safe area to play.
Conclusion
Where a town’s school invites another town’s school to
play an athletic match on a town field, the town owes the

Discussion
The Presentment requirement under the Massachusetts
Tort Claim Act states, “A civil action shall not be
instituted against a public employer on a claim for
damages [under the act] unless the claimant shall have
first presented his claim in writing to the executive
officer of such public employer…” G.L. c. 258 §4. The
purpose of this strict requirement is to ensure the proper
public official receives notice of the claim. As noted in
Gilmore v. Commonwealth, “A presentment letter should
be precise in identifying the legal basis of a plaintiff’s
claim, but it is adequate if it sets forth sufficient facts
from which public officials reasonably can discern the
legal basis of the claim, and determine whether it states
a claim for which damages may be recovered under the
act.” 417 Mass. 718, 723 (1994).
Hudson argued the plaintiff did not comply with the
requirement because he only raised a theory about
“negligent design” in their presentment letter, as
opposed to a theory of negligent maintenance. However,
the presentment letter only identified the plaintiff’s legal
basis in their claim as reckless and negligent for allowing
the visiting team to use an “inherently dangerous”
bullpen. The letter did not actually label the specific
theory as “negligent design.” Specifically, the Court
stated, “It is not apparent from these allegations in the
presentment letter that liability in this case would rest
solely on the “design” of the bullpen. We conclude that
the presentment letter provided the town with adequate
notice of the circumstances of the plaintiff’s negligence
claim—without limitation to any specific theory of
negligence—and that the town reasonably could
investigate those circumstances and determine whether
the town might be liable on the claim under the act.”
Conclusion
The court held the presentment letter provided Hudson
with adequate notice of the claim and the plaintiff did
not need to state any specific theory of negligence. The
Court reversed the decision and remanded the case to
the Superior Court to determine whether or not the
discretionary function exemption applied to the facts of
this case.
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A REVIEW OF “WITNESS PREPARATION
FOR TRIAL TESTIMONY”
By: Jordan L. Shapiro, Esq.
Special Counsel to the City of Malden
This month’s litigation review is “Witness Preparation for
Trial Testimony,” by Steven C. Bennett, a New York City
attorney is a fine 5-page article which explores some trial
“secrets” of which you may be unaware, It may be found
in “The Practical Lawyer,” a publication of the American
Law Institute, Vol 61, Number 4, August 2015. The
article is written such that an attorney could present it to
a witness prior to trial because it is written in the second
person and frequently addresses the reader as “to you,
the witness.”
I never thought much about the fact that lawyers who
prepare witnesses for trial testimony must serve many
functions: teacher, counselor, coast, ethicist, soothsayer,
and more. I frequently joke with my new clients that I act
as “their lawyer and priest.” In order to be adequately
prepared to testify a witness needs simple instructions
— and this article “aims to provide some of those simple
instructions.,”
The author notes that the one and sometimes only, thing
that witnesses always control is “the speed with which
they speak.” A slow, deliberate pace is best, both on
direct and on cross. This gives the witness an opportunity
to consider the question, compose the answer, and ensure that what the witness says is what the witness meant
to say. It also gives the lawyer time to object. Then, the
witness looks like he or she is taking the process seriously and that they are trying to give well-considered
answers. The author writes that the witness should avoid
the appearance of seeming “too eager” to answer his own
lawyer’s questions. The author also notes that the physical process of slowing your pace will help the witness
keep calm.
The author urges the witness to o avoid answering the
question he thinks the examiner “must be asking.” If
the witness is asked a compound question, the witness
can respond: “I think there’s more than one question
there. Which part do you want me to answer first?” Or,
as we frequently do in Massachusetts, the lawyer could
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object and the examiner may re-frame the question. But,
it’s important that the witness understand the question,
because the witness will be under oath on the witness
stand.
The article covers dealing with “the limits of memory.”
The author suggests that when a witness has an
incomplete or uncertain memory a response such as “I
know I was at that location and I know I spoke to Ms.
Jones,” even though you don’t remember the details of
the conversation. That is followed by: “I don’t recall
specifically what we discussed.” This approach will
prevent the witness from damaging his credibility that
could come from a lengthy string of “I don’t know” or
“I don’t remember”.
My preference is that if my client is asked a question
and doesn’t remember the answer to a question, such
as, “What conversation did you have with Ms. Jones?”
I would prefer that the answer be: “I don’t remember.”
And then, wait to see if opposing counsel is smart
enough to follow up with a question, like, “You remember
being at that location?” and “You remember speaking
with Ms. Jones?”
The author asserts that the witness should say what he
wants to say. When a cross-examining attorney demands
a “yes” or “no” answer, “[the witness] may feel trapped,
unable to explain your response. Never fear. [The
witnesses] controls the words that come out of [his]
mouth; and [he] controls the order in which they
emerge.” The simplest response to a question that
requires an explanation is precisely that: “I need to
explain my answer.” Or “The answer to that question is
not ‘yes’ or ‘no.’” In my experience, these recommendations on how to answer these types of questions is crucial
to discuss with the witness in advance of his testimony.
The author explains that the cross-examiner may ask
the witness to explain his answer, but if he doesn’t, the
cross-examiner has planted the seed for the witnesses’
attorney to ask for an explanation. The author states that
the key to such an explanation is to keep the explanation
short.
Be precise, the author urged. In particular the author
urges the lawyer to “avoid vague words” like “some,”
“early,” “big,” and similar terms that mean different
things to different people. Terms like “always,” “never,”
“everyone,” and “nobody” are absolute terms that convey
Continued onto page 10
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a certainty that the lawyer may not intend. The lawyer
should never curse; and avoid words or phrases that
may be interpreted as cursing. For example, the author
points out that some people consider the expression, “he
screwed me out of my money,” as offensive.
What if the witness makes an error? The article says
that admitting an error, if it comes, can enhance your
credibility. “If you make a mistake and you recognize the
mistake, acknowledge it as soon as you can (e.g. ‘I need
to correct something I said.’).”
The role of the witness at trial is not confined to the
period of actual testimony. “ANY time you are in the
courtroom, you are ‘on stage.’...Whether you think your
side is winning or losing, keep a ‘poker face’ when
you can. Outbursts and gestures often detract from
credibility and you never know how a judge or jurors will
react to unusual antics. Anything that distracts (fidgeting)
or suggests indifference to the process (yawning,
checking one’s watch) can produce a bad impression.”
The author even proposes that the witness should treat
the process “as you would a religious service.” Hold your
temper; keep your tone even. Hold doors for others. Say
“Please” and “Thank you.” The witness’ “assignment,”
when lawyers are preparing for the next series of
questions, doing arguments in front of the judge, or
setting up visual aids or demonstrative aids is to “stay
alert, keep your ‘on stage’ appearance positive and
prepare for the next series of questions.” Concentrating
on things that are important and what are the likely next
areas of cross-examination should be the goal of the
witness while waiting.
The article concludes that, “for most experienced
lawyers, the advice outlined above may seem obvious.
But trial, for many witnesses can be a confusing and
anxiety ridden process. Review of the points outlined,
with every witness in some form, may help confirm (for
the lawyer) that the witness is adequately prepared, and
may help confirm (for the witness) that the process, while
sometimes daunting, can be managed.”
This is an article that is well-worth reading and perhaps
even worthy of being converted to a hand-out to potential witnesses to read at their leisure. It offers helpful
reminders in a new and creative way. It offers a refresher
in aspects of witness preparation that some lawyers need
and provides many layman-like suggestions and explanations for preparation of the witness in a civil trial.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE: PUBLIC
RECORDS REFORM EFFORT UNDERWAY
By: Matthew G. Feher, Esq.
Burns & Levinson, LLP
In a nod to MMLA and MMA’s call for balanced reform,
the House delayed swift action on legislation that would
make several changes to the state’s public records law
including in the areas of compliance, enforcement, fees
and procedure. The bill, H. 3665, was reported out
favorably by the Joint Committee on State Administration
and Regulatory Oversight on July 16 and is currently
under review by House Ways and Means. House
leaders indicated that they expect to advance the bill
this fall and are currently working with MMLA and MMA
to restructure the bill. After receiving initial approval in
the House, the bill is expected to move to the Senate for
consideration.
Meanwhile, the Secretary of State fulfilled his promise
and filed an initiative petition making several reforms to
the law including the imposition of individual civil fines
of up to $1,000 for failure to comply. H. 3665 does not
place any liability on the individual and any fines would
be imposed only on the public entity. Like the pending
bill, the petition would award reasonable attorneys fees
to the prevailing party in an action to enforce the law and
would limit the amount of fees charged for producing
public records.
The MMLA and MMA have continued to work with the
bill’s lead sponsor and State Administration House Chair,
Rep. Peter Kocot (D-Northampton), and Ways and Means
Vice-Chairman Steve Kulik (D-Worthington) and also
met recently with Speaker DeLeo’s office, in an effort to
explore areas to make improvements to the legislation.
These include but are not limited to amendments to
restructure the enforcement provisions to mirror that
found in the Open Meeting Law, enhance the nature of
the request in order to assist custodians comply, broaden
the services for which reasonable fees could be collected
and enhance the Supervisor’s role to assist custodians.
For the latest developments, please visit the MMLA
Legislative Update web page at
www.massmunilaw.org/legislative-updates/.
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Joint Committee on Revenue – Hearing TBA
This legislation was filed last session and would
ensure that cities and towns are not liable for
condominium fees between the time of tax taking and
foreclosure unless the municipality is profiting from
the transaction.

LEGISLATIVE HEARINGS ON MMLA BILLS
By: Matthew G. Feher, Esq. of
Burns & Levinson, LLP
Under legislative rules, Joint Committees are required
to conduct public hearings on all legislation filed and
must report most bills no later than the third Wednesday
in March of the biannual session’s second year. To date,
many public hearings have been conducted by the
Legislature’s twenty-seven (27) Joint Committees on
hundreds of bills.

•

H. 2775, An act updating the open meeting law
Filed by Rep. Peter Kocot (D-Northampton) and
others.

•

Joint Committee on State Administration and
Regulatory Oversight – Hearing TBA
This bill would make several necessary amendments
to the state’s Open Meeting Law, including
long-standing MMLA proposals to authorize public
bodies to enter into executive session for attorneyclient privileged communications and to negotiate
non-labor contracts.
•

S. 1722, An act providing for alternative delivery of
infrastructure projects
Filed by Senate Minority Leader Bruce Tarr
(R-Gloucester) and others.
Joint Committee on State Administration and
Regulatory Oversight – Hearing TBA
The bill would create a new local option program for
municipal and other public awarding authorities to
use innovative public-private partnership project
delivery methods, such as Design-Build-Operate and
Design-Build-Operate-Finance, for water, wastewater
and stormwater infrastructure projects.

•

H. 2501, An act relative to charges associated with
condominiums in tax title
by Rep. John Fernandes (D-Milford) and others.

H. 1863, An act relative to authorizing governmental
bodies and other approved parties to use shared legal
representation and consultants in matters of common
interest
Filed by Rep. Denise Provost (D-Somerville).
Joint Committee on Municipalities and Regional
Government – Hearing TBA
This legislation would enable two or more
municipalities to utilize the same legal counsel and/
or consultants to represent and serve them in any
administrative, judicial or other proceeding in which
they have a collective interest notwithstanding any
provision of the state’s conflict of interest law to
the contrary.

As previously reported, the MMLA submitted six (6) bills
as part of its 2015-16 Legislative Package prior to the
legislative filing deadline in January – all of these
measures have since been assigned bill numbers and are
currently pending in committee as designated below:
•

©

S. 1076, An act relative to the effective enforcement of
municipal ordinances and bylaws
Filed by Sen. Jamie Eldridge (D-Acton) and others.
Joint Committee on Municipalities and Regional
Government – Heard June 16, 2015
This refile was approved by the Senate and
subsequently sent to the House last session and
would authorize the Superior Court or Land Court to
assess a civil fine in an equity proceeding brought by
a municipality in connection with the enforcement of
its ordinances and by-laws.

•

S. 122, An act promoting the planning and
development of sustainable communities
Filed by Sen. Dan Wolf (D-Hyannis) and others.
Joint Committee on Community Development and
Small Businesses – Heard September 15, 2015
This bill is a further revised version of previously filed
legislation that makes comprehensive changes to both
the state’s zoning and subdivision control laws,
all of which have been developed over the past two
decades beginning with the work of the state’s ad
hoc Zoning Reform Working Group.

MMLA members are encouraged to contact their legislators
to support these critically important pieces of municipal
legislation. For those bills already heard, it is not too late to
submit your comments to the applicable Joint Committee.
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HOW TO GET TO THE 1.5% GENERAL
LAND AREA MINIMUM – USEFUL GUIDANCE
ON PERFORMING THE CALCULATION FROM
THE HOUSING APPEALS COMMITTEE
By: Karis L. North, Esq., Murphy, Hesse, Toomey &
Lehane, LLP
A. Introduction & Background.
On June 26, 2015, the Massachusetts Housing Appeals
Committee (“HAC”) issued three decisions on appeals
concerning the 1.5% land area “Safe Harbor” under
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 40B, the affordable
housing law. The decisions came in the context of
zoning boards in Stoneham and Newton declining to
approve 40B comprehensive permit applications because
the towns asserted that they were within the 1.5% safe
harbor – that is, that both towns had satisfied the 40B
criteria for asserting a safe harbor by having low or
moderate income (i.e., “affordable”) housing existing on
sites comprising 1.5% or more of their total land area
available for development. See M.G.L. c. 40B §§ 20-23;
760 CMR § 56.03.
For the first time since the “new” 2008 regulations were
issued by the Department of Housing and Community
Development (“DHCD”), the HAC has opined on the
calculation of how you get to 1.5%, under these
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regulations. In issuing its opinions in Stoneham (Weiss
Farms Apartments) and Newton (Dinosaur Rowe and
Marcus Lang Investments), the HAC acknowledged that
there is very little comprehensive treatment of this
calculation in the entire 45-year history of the Comprehensive Permit law.1 These decisions are some of the first
in-depth treatment of the subject since the regulations
and the DHCD Guidance on the subject were issued in
2008.
The rulings track the requirements of the regulations,
which are set forth at 760 CMR 56.03 (Computation
of Statutory Minima/General Land Area Minimum). If a
municipality meets the general land area minimum, the
permitting agency, typically the Zoning Board of Appeals,
may deny an application for a Comprehensive Permit,
and the HAC will have to uphold that denial, if it agrees
that the specific criteria for the statutory minimum is
met.2
For the 1.5% calculation, the statutory minimum
requires an evaluation of the total land within the
municipality which is available for development. Certain
types of land, such as roadways, water bodies, and land
owned in fee by municipalities or the state or federal
government can be excluded. What remains is land zoned
for residential, commercial, or industrial use, and
available for development. This land is then compared
to the amount of land within the municipality that is
devoted to affordable housing (i.e., housing either listed
on DHCD’s SHI or eligible to be so listed).3 The
evaluation of the land devoted to affordable housing
must be land occupied by such housing at the time the
application is filed. 760 CMR §56.03(1)(a).
Continued onto page 13

1. The decisions are available on the HAC website under Housing Appeals Committee-Decisions at http://www.mass.gov/hed/community/40b-plan/hac.html
2. The regulations state: “[a] decision by a Board to deny a Comprehensive Permit, or (if the Statutory Minima defined at 760 CMR 56.03(3)(b or c) have been satisfied) grant
a Comprehensive Permit with conditions, shall be upheld if one or more of the following grounds has been met as of the date of the Project’s application. . . .” (emphasis
added).
3. For the purposes of calculating whether SHI Eligible Housing exists in the city or town on sites comprising more than 1½% of the total land area zoned for residential,
commercial, or industrial use, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 40B, § 20:
1. Total land area shall include all districts in which any residential, commercial, or industrial use is permitted, regardless of how such district is designated by name in the
		 city or town’s zoning by law;
2. Total land area shall include all un-zoned land in which any residential, commercial, or industrial use is permitted;
3. Total land area shall exclude land owned by the United States, the Commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof, the Department of Conservation and Recreation or
		 any state public authority, but it shall include any land owned by a housing authority and containing SHI Eligible Housing;
4. Total land area shall exclude any land area where all residential, commercial, and industrial development has been prohibited by restrictive order of the Department of
		 Environmental Protection pursuant to M.G.L. c. 131, § 40A. No other swamps, marshes, or other wetlands shall be excluded;
5. Total land area shall exclude any water bodies;
6. Total land area shall exclude any flood plain, conservation or open space zone if said zone completely prohibits residential, commercial and industrial use, or any similar
		 zone where residential, commercial or industrial use are completely prohibited.
7. No excluded land area shall be counted more than once under the above criteria.
Only sites of SHI Eligible Housing units inventoried by the Department or established according to 760 CMR 56.03(3)(a) as occupied, available for occupancy, or under permit
as of the date of the Applicant’s initial submission to the Board, shall be included toward the 1½% minimum. For such sites, that proportion of the site area shall count that is
occupied by SHI Eligible Housing units (including impervious and landscaped areas directly associated with such units).
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The rulings provide guidance on how to perform the
calculation, on both the numerator portion of the
calculation (total land devoted to affordable housing)
and the denominator portion of the calculation (total land
available for development).
B. Guidance on Calculation of the Numerator.
1. Affordable housing is that established under the
		 regulations as occupied, as of the date of the
		 comprehensive permit application. This doesn’t
		 mean identified by the town, only established
		 under the regulations, so un-listed properties could
		 be included if they are later-identified so long as
		 they were established under the regulations at the
		 time the application is filed.
2. Mixed-use development that includes affordable
		 housing where only small portion of the floor area
		 of the development is dedicated to affordable
		 housing is treated the same way as a
		 homeownership or rental development in which
		 fewer than 25% of the units are affordable — that
		 is, the proportion of the floor area actually devoted
		 to affordable housing is the portion that can be
		 counted towards the land devoted to affordable
		 housing.
3. Transit facilities on an abutting site, even where
		 the developer controls the entire site, “are not
		 ancillary to housing” and are not to be included as
		 land devoted to affordable housing.
4. SHI-listed projects that have lapsed – i.e., where
		 a building permit or occupancy permit was not
		 timely issue, cannot be included if they are in the
		 lapse period at the time the application is filed,
		 even if they are subsequently re-listed.
5. A municipality may not automatically count the
		 entire land area of a site, even when 25% or more
		 of the project is occupied by affordable housing,
		 and a municipality must perform the calculation
		 required in the regulations which only allows the
		 proportion of the site area shall that is occupied
		 by SHI Eligible Housing units, including
		 impervious and landscaped areas directly
		 associated with such units, to be counted as land
		 devoted to affordable housing.
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C. Calculation of the Denominator.
1. Use of data from GIS appears to sufficient to
		 establish the total land area within a municipality,
		 as well as total land area that can be excluded. A
		 municipality may either start with its total land
		 area, and deduct the excluded areas to get to “total
		 land area for development” (land zoned for
		 residential, commercial, or industrial use, or
		 un-zoned land) or it can start with the land area
		 zoned for residential, commercial, or industrial use
		 and deduct the excluded land within those zones.
		 In no event can a municipality “double count”
		 excluded land by excluding it from the total land
		 area calculation, and by excluding from the land
		 area available for development calculation. What
		 this means is a practical sense is that
		 municipalities cannot exclude water bodies or
		 roads that traverse town-owned or other excluded
		 parcels, because that entire parcel has already
		 been excluded.
2. The HAC did not reach the specific question of
		 how to treat flood plain zone, conservation land
		 zone, and other zones where development is
		 prohibited. The Board indicated that its reading
		 of the regulations was narrower than DHCD’s
		 reading, and that treatment of those types of areas
		 should be by “zone” (i.e., if the areas were within
		 a zone where all development is excluded) and not
		 by “parcel.” Therefore, to be conservative, unless
		 flood plain or conservation land is within already
		 excluded land (such as town-owned land) it should
		 be included within the total land available for
		 development.
3. Open space and recreation land is not to be
		 excluded. Unless that land is within a zone where
		 all development is excluded, development for
		 housing could occur at any time, if developers pay
		 certain taxes or fees and comply with other
		 statutory requirements. Even if utilizing such land
		 for affordable housing is difficult, it is not
		 prohibited as a matter of zoning, and must be
		 included in the total land available for
		 development.

Continued onto page 14
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D. Calculation of Total Land Area Associated with
DDS Group Homes.
Most SHIs include a listing of Department of
Developmental Services (“DDS”) group home “units.”
These are units – either in group homes or apartments –
that are subsidized by either DDS or the Department
of Mental Health (“DMH”). Obtaining the land area
associated with these units is difficult because neither
DHCD, DDS, nor DMH will share the addresses of the
units with municipalities, citing confidentiality
requirements and privacy concerns. In addition, this
issue is subject to ongoing litigation.
The HAC acknowledged the difficulty in identifying these
units, but reaffirmed that the burden is on the
municipality to identity the units and the acreage
associated with such units. Some of this information is
often maintained by emergency services departments on
a confidential basis, and can be obtained that way. The
HAC also encouraged DHCD to investigate a simpler
approach to including these sites.
For sites not already on the SHI, the HAC indicated that
required “evidence of inclusion” can include a deed rider
of affordability or a fair housing marketing plan, listing on
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DHCD’s SHI, information about what program the units
were subsidized under, or if there are income/asset limits
for the units. Evidence of a provision in a special permit
that a certain percentage of units are to be designated
affordable was not sufficient without any of the additional
evidence discussed.
E. Conclusions.
The HAC decisions in the Newton and Stoneham appeals indicate that the HAC strictly interprets the 40B
regulations, and requires the municipalities to carefully
follow each element of general land area calculation set
forth within those regulations. It also made clear that the
burden for identifying land area associated with DDS or
other subsidized group homes remains on the municipality and it should marshal all of its local knowledge and
information when including that land area in the 1.5%
calculation. While no Massachusetts municipality has yet
met the 1.5% standard to the HACs satisfaction under
the 2008 regulations, armed with a better understanding
of how the HAC will interpret the regulations, more communities should evaluate where they stand vis-à-vis the
1.5%, and consider how they could get to 1.5% land
area minimum.

MMLA CONFERENCE
2015 MMLA Annual Conference
Red Jacket Beach (RJB) Resort,
South Yarmouth, MA
By: Angela D. Atchue, Esq.
City of Boston
MMLA’s Annual Conference was held in
South Yarmouth, Massachusetts at the Red
Jacket Beach (RJB) Resort September 1719, 2015.
On par with the location were the
educational and varied municipal law
programs. MMLA President and
Marlborough City Solicitor Donald V. Rider,

Jr. welcomed MMLA members and guests,
and introduced the Conference programs.
Thursday afternoon began with Environmental Law Updates presented by Luke Legere
of McGregor & Legere, P.C. Later that evening, members and guests enjoyed dinner at
RJB followed by a lively municipal potpourri
moderated by Mark Cerel Town Counsel for
Frankin and Medfield on current legal issues.

Continued onto page 15
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MMLA CONFERENCE CONTINUED
On Friday morning, Linda Hamel General
Counsel for the Commonwealth’s Information Technology Department, Constance
Vecchione Chief Bar Counsel for the Board
of Bar Overseers and James Bolan of
Brecher, Wyner, Simons, Fox & Bolan, LLP
presented on technology, ethics and
liability. Thereafter, Kay Doyle Deputy
General Counsel of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health lectured on
new changes to marijuana licensing
affecting communities. Stirring interest
and intrigue, Professor Janice C. Griffith of
Suffolk University Law School presented
“Municipal Law Trends Today: How Would
19th Century Treatise Writer Judge Dillon
View Them?” An afternoon segment
followed with “Get Plugged In To Wireless
Law That Affects Your Community- New
FCC Rules on Wireless Facilities & More”
given by Brian Grossman of Anderson &
Kreiger, LLP, Brooke Thomson of AT&T
Regional and John Goldrosen of Kopelman
& Paige, P.C.
Concluding Friday’s programs were Edward
Pikula City Solicitor of Springfield,
Brandon Moss of Murphy, Hesse, Toomey &
Lehane, LLP and Nancy Frankel Pelletier of
Robinson Donovan, PC. Their segment on
“Municipal Trial Practice-Discovery Issues

in Municipal Cases-Seeking & Responding
& Impact of DeRosa v. New Bedford” was
received with praise.
MMLA members and guests dined alfresco
Friday evening looking out upon Nantucket
Sound. To top off the evening, all were
enthralled by MMLA’s own Antique Roadshow Scouts - Mark and Phyllis Cerel. They
presented on “Antiquing Around New
England” giving an overview of antiquing
basics, accompanied by handouts with
locations of antiquing stores and events to
visit. Attendees saw and held a selection
of treasurers and great finds including, an
impressive wooden gavel. Whether or not
you were interested in antiquing before the
presentation, once you saw and heard the
“show and tell” from Mark and Phyllis– you
were engaged, admiring their talents and
intrigued by their knowledge and cherished
items.
Rounding out the Conference, Saturday
morning began with Zoning and Land Use
Updates with presentations from attorney
Jonathan D. Witten, and Mark Bobrowski
of Blatman, Bobrowski & Mead, LLC. Next
up were the dynamic duo of Bob Ritchie
past MMLA President and ex-offico Board
Member and MMLA Legislative Chair and
Executive Board member Matthew G. Feher
of Burns & Levinson, LLP. Bob and Matt
co-presented on an informative program
entitled, “Legislature 101 - Understanding
Continued onto page 16
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MMLA CONFERENCE CONTINUED
How the Process Works and Drafting
Legislation, Including Home Rule Petitions.”
This program was exceptional and left many
appreciative of their time, experience and
knowledge. Lastly, back by popular request,
Suffolk University Law School Professor
Robert H. Smith taught the constitutional law
program, covering a review of United States
Supreme Court decisions important to
municipal counsel and on point with
constitutional issues affecting municipalities.

MMLA’S 2015 AWARDS CEREMONY –
PRESIDENT’S AWARD, ROBERT W.
RITCHIE SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
AND GAVEL AWARD
By: Angela D. Atchue, Esq., City of Boston
As tradition holds true, the Annual Summer
Half-Day Seminar kicked off with the presentation of MMLA’s Prestigious President’s
Award, which was humbly received by the
accomplished George E. Lane, Jr. in recognition of his 24 years of sage, experienced
legal counsel as City Solicitor for Weymouth.
Additionally, the Robert W. Ritchie Special
Achievement Award was presented to Matthew
G. Feher of Burns & Levinson, LLP, MMLA’s

Whether or not you were able to attend this
year’s Annual Conference, be sure to
complete and return the soon to be issued
electronic survey. MMLA welcomes ideas
and suggestions on the meeting location
and programming for next year’s Annual
Conference.

esteemed Legislative Committee Chair and
Executive Board member. And, although he
was in Africa on safari, Kevin Batt of
Anderson & Kreiger, LLP, a revered and, now,
former Executive Board member was, also,
recognized as a recipient of the Robert W.
Ritchie Special Achievement Award. Both
Matt and Kevin were acknowledged for their
outstanding work, yeoman efforts and leadership on the public records legislative reforms.
MMLA Executive Director Jim Lampke praised
their invaluable time and contributions, along
with Matt’s legislative experience, knowledge
and contacts. The duo’s adept skills and
communications significantly assisted in the
representation of local governments seeking
Continued onto page 17
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balance and thoughtful changes in the public
records law. The awards ceremony concluded
with presentation of the Gavel Award for
outstanding leadership and generous service

AUGUST 6, 2015 MMLA ANNUAL
SUMMER HALF-DAY SEMINAR
MMLA held its annual summer half-day
seminar at The Publick House in Sturbridge.
This year’s program focused on “Municipal
Development/Redevelopment: Opportunities
and Pitfalls.” Program Co-Chairs, Mark Cerel
and Angela Atchue, organized an educationally rich seminar that showcased a diverse
array of projects with practical tips and
lessons learned from municipal counsel.
Leading the first segment was Mark Bobrowski
of Blatman, Bobrowski & Mead, LLC on
M.G.L. c.40R Updates - Smart Growth
Zoning & Housing Production. Next, Sean
Nehill, Senior Counsel with the Boston
Redevelopment Authority, gave an engaging
and illustrative presentation on urban
redevelopment in the City of Boston with a
historical overview of urban renewal.
Thereafter, Timothy Cummings of the
Marlboro Economic Development Corporation
shared practice tips and insights gained from
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from immediate past MMLA President, John
D. Finnegan of Tarlow, Breed, Hart & Rodgers,
P.C., in recognition of his successful term.
Congratulations to these remarkable MMLA
members!

Marlboro’s Downtown Revitalization Project.
Complimenting this segment was Mark
Racicot, Director of Land Use for the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council.
Attendees received a primer on Creation
of a Cultural District with highlights on 29
Massachusetts Cultural Districts including
Cottage Street in Easthampton, Lowell’s
Canalway and Vineyard Haven Harbor.
Following therefrom, Angela Atchue shared
first-hand experience from the City of
Boston’s Dudley Square Municipal Facility
Project. She outlined the necessary legal
steps and practice pointers on tenant
relocation from occupied buildings acquired
through eminent domain takings and contract
drafting tips and terminology to include for
commercial leases, grant agreements and an
innovation center. Wrapping up the program,
Mark Cerel Town Counsel for Franklin and
Medfield infused the seminar with current
development examples, including the Roche
Bros. model on reinventing the downtown
Continued onto page 18
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marketplace, strategic dispositions of surplus
property – both improved and vacant, and
pitfalls to avoid in land takings, claims and
developer defaults. Attendees departed with
a wealth of education, forms and contact
information for their present and future
development and redevelopment projects.

UPCOMING MUNICIPAL LAW PROGRAMS
Please keep apprised of email invitations and
registration forms from Executive Director
Jim Lampke at jimbosail51@gmail.com for
MMLA’s October and December dinner
programs. Presenters, topics, and locations
will be announced soon.
Boards and Commissions:
Responsibilities, Good Governance and What
You Need to Know
The Inspector General’s Massachusetts
Certified Public Purchasing Official (MCPPO)
Program is offering a new one-day seminar
at One Ashburton Place, Room 1306 in
Boston on Tuesday, November 17, 2015 from
8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Board members have

a fiduciary duty to actively oversee the
officials who report to them and to ensure
that the public monies they administer are
spent appropriately. The course covers
segments relating to the fiduciary duties of
board members, fraud prevention and
detection, public records law, open
meeting law, the ethics law, and concludes
with a general discussion period. To register,
please go to www.mass.gov/ig/publications/
forms/regmcppo.pdf. If you have any
questions about the program, please contact
Joyce McEntee Emmett, Director of MCPPO,
or Natasha Bizanos, Senior Counsel/Chapter
30B Coordinator at 617.727.9140.
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James B. Lampke, Esq.

& HOLLAND, P.C.

Certified as a Local Government Fellow under auspices of IMLA.

Paul R. DeRensis, Esq.

One Design Center Place, Suite 600

Over 30 years concentrating in municipal and public sector law.
Available to assist you or serve as Special Counsel when the need
arises due to conflict situations, work load demands or other reasons. Also available as Independent Hearing Officer (c. 31, etc.),
Internal Investigations - Harassment, Discrimination, Claims
Against Employees, etc. adds credibility to process & removes
appearance of politics. Provides Dispute Resolution, Mediation and
Arbitration Services. Rates & services flexible for most situations.

Boston, MA 02110
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view The Municipal Law Quarterly, along with Upcoming monthly meetings, programs and seminars.
To join MMLA, go to massmunilaw.org and complete the MMLA Membership Form or call
781-749-9922 for more information.
ADVERTISING IN THE QUARTERLY
If you are interested in please contact Jim Lampke, MMLA Execu�ve Director
Telephone: (781) 749‐9922 / Email: jlampke@massmunilaw.org
Adver�sing in the Quarterly costs two hundred dollars ($200.00) for a yearly subscrip�on.

The Leading ADR Provider in Massachusetts for Business & Real
Estate-Related Disputes and proud supporter of the Boston
Police Relief Association

DISPUTE RESOLUTION, INC.
50 Congress Street, Suite 600, Boston, MA 02109
www.reba.net ¨ Tel: 617-854-7555 ¨ adr@reba.net

MMLA thanks our advertisers for their support. If you would like to advertise in the Quarterly, please contact Jim Lampke.
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